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The generation and/or optimization of lead compounds by
combinatorial methods has become widely accepted in
medicinal chemistry, and is the subject of continued improve-
ment.[1±3] However, most combinatorial strategies remain
dependent upon iterative cycles of synthesis and screening.
The direct involvement of the target, usually a receptor or
enzyme, in the selection, evolution, and screening of drug
candidates can accelerate the discovery process by short-
circuiting its traditionally stepwise nature.[4±11]

The use of an enzyme target to select building blocks and
synthesize its own inhibitor is a relatively unexplored option.
This approach depends on the simultaneous binding of two
ligands, decorated with complementary reactive groups, to
adjacent sites on the protein; their co-localization is then
likely to accelerate the reaction that connects them.[12] When
the catalysis of such bond formation is blocked by product
inhibition, the higher affinity products[12±14] then serve as lead
compounds. This and similar approaches that have been
adopted by a number of investigators employ one of five types

of connecting reactions: formation of hydrazone or Schiff
base adducts, disulfide bond formation, alkylation of free
thiols or amines, epoxide ring-opening, or olefin metathe-
sis.[5, 6, 8, 11, 15±19] Most closely related to the work described
herein is the generation of carbonic anhydrase inhibitors by
using the SN2 reaction of a thiol with an �-chloroketone in the
presence of the enzyme target.[16]

Most of the above strategies share the limitation that the
reactive groups on the ligand probes (building blocks), being
either electrophiles or nucleophiles, are likely to react in
undesired ways within biochemical systems. An alternative is
offered by the ™cream of the crop∫ among ™click reac-
tions∫[20]–the Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azides and
acetylenes to give 1,2,3-triazoles [Eq. (1)].[21±23] This water-

tolerant reaction employs functional groups that are generally
compatible with enzymes under physiological conditions[24, 25]

and are readily incorporated into diverse organic building
blocks. Its dependence on the enforced propinquity and
proper alignment of the reactants, which gives rise to large
negative values of �S�, makes it ideal for the purpose at hand.
Mock and co-workers established that the rate and regiose-
lectivity of the azide ± alkyne cycloaddition can be dramati-
cally enhanced by sequestering the two components inside a
host structure.[26±29] Their results with cucurbituril (MW�
997 Da) as the catalyst in water bear an uncanny resemblance
to those reported here for reaction inside a protein host.

We selected the enzyme acetylcholinesterase (AChE),
which plays a key role in neurotransmitter hydrolysis in the
central and peripheral nervous systems,[30, 31] as the target.
AChE contains a narrow gorge approximately 20 ä in depth,
lined with aromatic side chains.[32, 33] The active center,
comprised of the acylation and choline-binding sites, is
located at the gorge base; a ™peripheral∫ site is found at its
rim. Small-molecule ligands for each of these sites are known,
and inhibitors that span the active center and the peripheral
site have also been shown to exhibit tighter binding than the
individual components.[34±39]

As a proof of principle AChE was used to select and
synthesize a triazole-linked bivalent inhibitor by using known
site-specific ligands as building blocks. A selection of site-
specific inhibitors based on tacrine[38, 40] and phenanthridini-
um[38, 41] motifs decorated with alkyl azides and alkyl acety-
lenes of varying chain lengths (Scheme 1) was prepared by
variations of known methods.[40, 42, 43] Although reversible
AChE inhibitors are used clinically to treat Alzheimer×s
dementia,[44] these compounds should be handled with care,
since high-affinity inhibitors are potentially neurotoxic. The
building blocks shown in Scheme 1 allow for the presentation
of 98 potential bivalent inhibitors to AChE: 34 regioisomeric
pairs (syn and anti triazoles) of mixed tacrine/phenanthridi-
nium adducts (TZ2 ± 6/PA2 ± 6 and TA1 ± 3/PZ6 ± 8) and 15
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Scheme 1. Azide and acetylene building blocks. Key: T� tacrine, P�
phenanthridinium, A� alkyne terminus, Z� azide terminus, n, m�num-
ber of CH2 units in the chain connecting the binding and reactive moieties.

regioisomeric pairs of tacrine/tacrine triazoles (TA1 ± 3/TZ2 ±
6).[45] Each of the possible binary mixtures was incubated in
the presence of Electrophorus AChE at room temperature.[46]

The rate of reaction under these conditions in the absence of
enzyme is negligible,[47] so detectable
amounts of triazole products should form
only when the azide and alkyne are
brought together by the enzyme. There-
fore, product formation is a direct indi-
cation of a potential ™hit∫.

Examination of the 49 reactions by
DIOS mass spectrometry[48, 49] showed
only one combination, TZ2 � PA6, in
which a detectable amount of the corre-
sponding triazole (compound 1) was
produced, an observation confirmed for
a subset of reactions by more cumber-
some HPLC-MS methods.[39] Control ex-
periments established that blocking of
the enzyme active center in either cova-
lent or noncovalent fashion inhibits the
formation of triazole 1[39] which demon-
strates that the binding cleft of AChE
serves as a template for the 1,3-dipolar
cycloaddition reaction. Furthermore, it
was found that 2� 1 equivalents of tria-
zole were made per equivalent of active
enzyme[39] which suggests that the adduct
was bound tightly by AChE.

Authentic samples of triazoles from seventeen of the
possible azide ± alkyne combinations were prepared by heat-
ing the components together at 80 �C in the absence of solvent
for six days. The products were obtained in high yield,
typically as equimolar mixtures of the syn (1,5-triazole) and
anti (1,4-triazole) regioisomers. When desired, the regioisom-
ers were separated by HPLC and independently characterized
by MS and 1H-NMR (nOe). Comparison of the HPLC traces
of the enzyme-templated product and the authentic mix-
ture of syn- and anti-1 (from thermal cycloaddition between
TZ2 and PA6 in the absence of enzyme) revealed that the in
situ reaction generates predominantly the syn isomer (Fig-
ure 1).

Detailed kinetic analyses of the binding and inhibitory
properties of syn- and anti-1 against Electrophorus, Torpedo,
and mouse AChE were performed by using both stopped-
flow[50] and conventional (Ellman assay[51]) techniques (Ta-
ble 1).[39, 52] Dissociation constants (Kd) of syn-1 of 77 to
410 femtomolar (f�) were found, depending on the species,
which makes it the most potent noncovalent AChE inhibitor
known to date by approximately two orders of magni-
tude.[53, 54] The anti-1 isomer exhibited Kd between 720 f�
and 14 p�, a value as much as 140 times larger than that of
the syn compound. Thus, the more active syn-triazole
regioisomer is the same structure that is preferentially
assembled by the enzyme.

The dissociation constants for both syn- and anti-1 are
substantially lower (i.e. higher affinity) than their components
(10 ± 100 n� for tacrine and low �� for propidium). We find
that both isomers access the enzyme at rates similar to each
other and to tacrine, but differ in their rates of dissociation
(off-rates), with that for syn-1 being extremely slow. In
addition to the entropic benefits expected from tethering two
binding elements to each other, the linker assembly, which

Figure 1. Left: HPLC analysis of thermal and AChE-templated assembly of TZ2 and PA6.
A) Product from in situ assembly in the presence of AChE. B) Triazole 1 prepared by thermal
reaction; equal amounts of syn and anti isomers were isolated. C) Solution (A) plus a small amount of
solution (B). Right: syn- and anti-isomers of 1.

Table 1. Kinetic parameters derived for binding of 1, and literature data for
related noncovalent inhibitors of AChE from various species.

Inhibitor kon

[1010��1min�1]
koff

[min�1]
Kd AChE source

syn-1 1.5 0.0015 99 f� E. electricus
1.3 0.0011 77 f� T. californica
1.3 0.0079 410 f� mouse

anti-1 1.8 0.25 14000 f� E. electricus
3.2 0.026 720 f� T. californica
2.4 0.30 8900 f� mouse

tacrine[38] 0.78 138 18 n� mouse
propidium[38] 1.4 15000 1100 n� mouse
huprine X[55] 0.044 0.009 26 p� human
ambenonium[35] 0.31 0.78 250 p� human
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consists of the two methylene chains and the triazole, may also
interact favorably with the enzyme.

Docking of anti and syn-1 in AChE from Torpedo
californica (PDC code 1ACJ with Trp279 adopting the
conformation found in 1ACL) with the program AutoDock
v.3.05[56] shows that the tacrine portion of the inhibitor can be
accommodated at the bottom of the active center gorge
(practically superimposed on tacrine in the crystal structure),
while the phenanthridinium piece is likely to be located in the
peripheral site at the rim of the gorge (Figure 2). Interestingly,
the triazole moiety is predicted to lie below (deeper than) the
narrowest point of the gorge (defined by Phe330, Tyr334,
Phe331, Phe288, Trp233, Phe290, and Tyr121).[57]

Figure 2. Left: TZ2 and PA6 components used for in situ assembly of 1.
The estimated binding constants to AChE shown are those of the tacrine
and propidium, respectively, which lack azide or alkyne functional groups.
Right: Clipping plane (blue) revealing the T. californica AChE active
center gorge. The lowest-energy docked conformer of syn-1 is shown.
Alkyne and triazole carbon atoms appear in pink, nitrogen atoms in blue,
and nitrogen-bound H atoms in black; all other H atoms are omitted for
clarity.

It is apparent that the narrow confines of the AChE gorge
impart high selectivity to the assembly reaction. For example,
a preliminary survey of the relative potency of a selection of
adducts made by thermal 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition as descri-
bed above shows that the connectivity of the triazole does not
seem to be as important as its position (both TZ2/PA6 (1) and
TA2/PZ6 are highly potent, but TZ6/PA2 is not). While we
suspect that the unique adduct preferentially assembled by
the enzyme (i.e., syn-1) is also likely to be the strongest
inhibitor among the 98 triazoles which could have been
synthesized, further measurements are in progress to confirm
or refute this hypothesis.

We have shown that an enzyme can select and synthesize an
extremely potent inhibitor from a parallel array of building
blocks by using 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reactions. This
process, which is distinguished by its slow background rate
and biocompatibility, provides an excellent probe of the
AChE binding landscape. Function can be developed in situ as
the individual blocks explore the biomolecular target for
recognition elements. A permanent nexus in the form of the
robust triazole linkage is made only when two cross-reactive
blocks find themselves temporarily moored at adjacent sites,
locking in topological and/or dynamic information about the
biostructure which recruited them.

We anticipate that ™false positives∫ will be relatively rare in
the ™in situ∫ approach. Assuming that the enzyme active site

or an important allosteric site is the template, and that the
background rate of the reaction that connects the blocks is
low, the formation of a bond between two blocks in situ
virtually guarantees that the resulting adduct will be a
valuable hit or lead compound for enzyme inhibition. A
potential disadvantage of the application of ™in situ∫ click
chemistry to inhibitor discovery is the possibility of ™false
negatives∫ (effective inhibitors that are not assembled in the
enzyme). Improvements in analytical methods and adjust-
ments in the background rate of reaction of the components
will help alleviate this problem.

In principle, target-directed assembly of inhibitors could be
monitored by assays of enzyme activity instead of detection of
the linked inhibitor molecule. In our view, such screening for
function, when feasible, is almost always preferred. However,
when function is difficult to measure in high-throughput
fashion, the detection of potential inhibitors formed by the
target is an attractive alternative, as demonstrated here. This
latter approach should also facilitate true combinatorial
experiments, in which multiple candidate blocks are incubat-
ed with the target.

In general, the in situ and traditional (screening of
prefabricated candidates) methods of discovery are comple-
mentary, and tend to merge with the use of increasingly
reliable synthetic transformations. That such a potent inhib-
itor as syn-1 was found directly by using the azide ± alkyne
cycloaddition to unite the probe molecules is interesting, but
its broad utility as a search tool remains to be established.
Nevertheless, the special qualities of this reaction bode well
for its use in creating or amplifying function.
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Highly Enantioselective Desymmetrization
of Anhydrides by Carbon Nucleophiles:
Reactions of Grignard Reagents in the
Presence of (�)-Sparteine**
Ryo Shintani and Gregory C. Fu*

The desymmetrization of meso and other prochiral com-
pounds represents a powerful approach to asymmetric syn-
thesis,[1] and a number of enantioselective total syntheses have
been based on this strategy.[2] The desymmetrization of
anhydrides has been a particular focus of interest. Most
investigations of this family of substrates have employed an
alcohol as the nucleophile[3] [for example, a chiral alcohol[4] or
an achiral alcohol in combination with a chiral catalyst;[5]

Eq. (1)]. In addition, success has been reported for reactions
with a stoichiometric quantity of an enantiopure reducing
agent[6] or amine.[7]

O

R'

OO
RO

O R' O

OHdesymmetrization
(1)

ROH/base

ROH and/or the base is chiral

On the other hand, very little progress has been described
for the desymmetrization of anhydrides with carbon-based
nucleophiles. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, only one
report has begun to successfully address this challenge, a study
by Real and co-workers that focused on the reaction of a

single substrate, a bicyclic anhydride, with Grignard reagents
bearing chiral oxazolidine auxiliaries.[8] In an attempt to
remedy this methodological deficiency, we have recently
initiated an investigation of the desymmetrization of anhy-
drides by carbon nucleophiles. Rather than covalently attach-
ing a chiral auxiliary to the nucleophile and then releasing it,
we chose to concentrate our efforts on the use of chiral ligands
as the source of asymmetry. Here we report that (�)-
sparteine-bound Grignard reagents effectively desymmetrize
an array of cyclic anhydrides to furnish ketoacids in very good
enantiomeric excess.

In our initial work, we decided to explore the ring-opening
of 3-phenylglutaric anhydride by phenylmagnesium chloride.
We examined a structurally diverse set of chiral ligands
(Scheme 1) that have proved useful in a number of other
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Scheme 1. Ligands used in preliminary experiments.

enantioselective processes, including a simple aminoalcohol
(Table 1, entry 1), a cinchona alkaloid (entry 2), a bisoxazo-
line (entry 3), and a dimethyl ether (entry 4). Disappointingly,
all were rather ineffective at desymmetrizing the anhydride
(�40% ee). Fortunately, however, we discovered that readily
available (�)-sparteine accomplishes the ring opening with
high enantioselectivity (88% ee ; entry 5).

Of course, we are not the first to document the remarkable
capacity of (�)-sparteine to control enantioselection. Pioneer-
ing observations by Nozaki et al. in the 1960×s[9] have been
followed by fascinating studies by a number of groups,
including those of Hoppe and Beak.[10, 11] The large majority

[55] P. Camps, B. Cusack, W. D. Mallender, R. El Achab, J. Morral, D.
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[57] Although the lead inhibitor 1 was assembled by Electrophorus
electricus AChE, it has a similarly high affinity for the Torpedo
californica enzyme. This observation suggests a high degree of
functional similarity with respect to binding in the active center gorge
for these two enzymes (see: S. Simon, J. Massoulie¬, J. Biol. Chem. 1997,
272, 33045 ± 33055), and justifies our use of the crystallographically
well-characterized (2.8 ä resolution) Torpedo enzyme for modeling
studies. At the present time Electrophorus AChE has only been
characterized to 4.2 ä resolution (Y. Bourne, J. Grassi, P. E. Bourgis,
P. Marchot, J. Biol Chem. 1999, 274, 30370 ± 30376).
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Table 1. Desymmetrization of 3-phenylglutaric anhydride by PhMgCl: a
survey of chiral ligands.[a]

O

Ph

OO

PhMgCl
Ph

O Ph O

OH*toluene

–78 °C, 9 h

1.0 equiv
of ligand

1.0 equiv

Entry Ligand ee [%] Yield [%]

1[b] (�)-1 1 76
2[b] (�)-2 12 76
3 (�)-3 32 66
4 (�)-4 39 77
5 (�)-5 88 63

[a] All data are the average of two runs. [b] 2.0 equiv of PhMgCl was used.


